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00:27:00 robert butterfield: Hi from Noongar country WA 

00:27:10 Rachel Hay: Hi all - Rachel from The Australia Institute here. Thanks for joining us 

today. Looking forward to a great webinar!    

 

A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘hosts and panelists’ or ‘everyone’. Choose the latter 

option to participate in the chat with everyone.    

 

Use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live! You can also upvote other 

people's questions. 

00:27:27 Derek White: Hello from Gundungurra & Tharawal country 

00:27:29 Suzanne Rogers: Hello from Darkinjung 

00:27:45 Judith Hudson: Greetings from the University of Hawaii 

00:27:45 Julian Ardas: Hello from Gadigal land 

00:27:49 Glen Wheatley: Hello from Kuarna country (Adelaide)! 

00:27:54 Gerry Butler: Hello from Kaurna country 

00:27:56 Judy Cameron: Watching from Wadawurrong Land never ceded 

00:27:56 Liz Glab: Hi from Wurundjeri country. 

00:27:59 Kimty Seng: Good morning from Cambodia 

00:28:03 Gerard Jose: Dja Dja Wurrung land and waterways in Bendigo victoria 

00:28:05 Margaret Tipper: Hi from Margaret and Vince @WESTIR on the Burramattagal 

Lands of the Darug Nation 

00:28:05 Hay Denis: Looking forwards to the talk. 

00:28:06 Sara Johnston: Hello from Wiradjuri Country 

00:28:08 Peter Usher: Widjabul-Wiyabul (Lismore) Respect to Elders and any Aboriginal 

people here with us. 

00:28:11 Jane H: Hello from GunaiKunai country 

00:28:14 Julia Lowe: Greetings  from Bundjalong country 

00:28:15 Steve Rakic: Hi from Melbourne. Looking forward to this! 

00:28:17 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: Hallo & welcome from Belgrave, Wurudnjeri land 

00:28:17 Sally Wilson: Hi Everyone from Gadigal country 

00:28:18 Susan Andrew: Whadjuck Nyoogah Boodjar, in Walylup 

00:28:19 Jane Harford: Hello from Kaurna Yerta. 
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00:28:21 Richard Johnston: Hello from Dja Dja Wurrung country 

00:28:24 Paul Manoharan: Hello from Cammeryagal country! 

00:28:26 Tim Dymond: Hello from Whadjuk land, Western Australia. 

00:28:26 Robyn Wimbush: Hello from Yuin country. 

00:28:27 Robyn Kiernicki: Hi from Gundungurra country (Picton) 

00:28:31 Mike Salvaris: Hello all, from Mike Salvaris of the ANDI project, on Wurundjeri 

land. 

00:28:36 John Hawkins: Hello from Ngunnawal land 

00:28:38 Anne Swan: Hello from Wonnarua Country 

00:28:38 Emma-Kate Rose: Hi from Meeanjin on Yaggera country 

00:28:38 sheila pollard: Hi, from Melbourne    Sheila P 

00:28:39 Evan Harris: Hi  Brad from Latji Latji 

00:28:41 Manuela Malaguti: Hi from the Gold Coast 

00:28:46 Kerryn Higgs: Hello all from Birpai country (Beechwood) from Kerryn 

00:28:47 Carol King: Hello everyone from Awabakal Land 

00:28:48 Lynette Molyneaux: Hello from Meangin country 

00:28:48 KAYE PATON: hi Kaye Paton from Dharug 

00:28:53 Tea Duong: Hello from Victoria 

00:28:55 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): howdy 

00:28:59 Rebecca Baldwin: hello from the PNW of the US 

00:29:07 Angela Garvey: hi from Bundjalung country 

00:29:17 Peter Overton: Hello All from Ngunnawal Country 

00:29:18 Anil Subramanya: Hello from Perth! 

00:29:20 Aradia Sayner: Hi from Kaurna country. 

00:29:22 Andrea McMillan: Hi from Ngunnawal country :) 

00:29:26 Kelli C: Hi from Meanjin! 

00:29:29 Khorshed Alam: Hello from UniSQ 

00:29:29 Vivien Clark-Ferraino: Hello all, Vivien Clark-Ferraino from Gundungurra and 

Wiradjuri country 

00:29:32 Lenka Thompson: Wa wa from Taungurung (Kyneton, Victoria) 

00:29:35 Annie Nielsen: from Darug country in Western Sydney 
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00:29:42 Glenn Schryver: Hi from Darug country. 

00:29:48 Leandra Ford: Hello from Kuarna country 

00:29:52 Alex Cassie: Hi from Whadjuk noongar country 

00:29:53 Lisa Wheildon: Greetings from Wurundjeri country 

00:29:55 William Gye: Hi from Garrigal land 

00:29:56 Greg Jericho: Hello from Ngunnawal country! 

00:30:17 Peter Davis: from the dyrubbin 

00:30:19 Rachele Streich: Hi from Lutruwita. 

00:30:19 Deborah White: Hello from Kaurna country 

00:30:19 Colin Wedd: G'day from WA 

00:30:21 Yvette Skinner: Greetings from Gubbi Gubbi lands (Moreton Bay/Caboolture) 

00:30:21 Mithrani Mahadeva: Hi from from The City Of Frankston           

00:30:27 Jen Fitzgerald: Hi from nipaluna/Hobart 

00:30:32 Kris Newton: From Gundungurra & Darug country in the Blue Mountains. 

00:30:38 Simone O'Malveney: Hi from Beenleigh QlD 4207 

00:30:43 Bella Anis: Greetings to all respected Prof./Dr./Sir/Ma'am/Speakers... 

To direct align Juta Mewangi on different nations/culture/policy - Cocos Nucifera Seed Nuts in 

agriculture and Minerals (Mining) in commodity industry to sustain supply chains and achieve net 

zero - Digitalization - The 17 SDGs - The 10 Principles of Human rights, Environment, Labours and 

Anti-corruption.  

Bella Anis  

jutamewangi.com/ youtube.com/channel/UCGLbVeQnnkfqndiWZCd1MPA 

From 🇲🇾 Looking Forward to 🇦🇺 Continent / 🇬🇧 Jurisdiction  

linkedin.com/in/ms-bella-anis-0020aa20b         twitter.com/BellaAnis6 

#BuildBackBetterAct 

#LeaveNoOneBehind 

#VoiceOfChange 

#LeadsWithPassion 

#HumanRightsEnvironmentLaboursAntiCorruptions 

00:30:44 Judy KIEM: Hi from Awabakal country (Newcastle NSW) 
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00:30:45 Paul Manoharan: Thanks to Australia Institute for extending me an invite to 

hear from one of my favourite intellectuals Prof Stiglitz, since my student days in Massachusetts :-)! 

00:30:46 Eric Pozza: Yes change OF GOVT HAS HELPED OUR CIVILITY 

00:30:48 Di Wykes: Hello from Wiradjuri Country 

00:30:51 Paul Allen: Richard Dennis and Prof Stiglitz, I'm going to full fanboy any second. 

Thanks Australia Institute!! 

00:30:53 Roman Orszanski: Greetings from Kaurna land 

00:30:56 Eric Pozza: excuse caps! 

00:30:57 Richard Parsons: G'day from Widjabal wyabul land, in the sometimes 

discontented northern rivers region of NSW. 

00:31:10 Peter Campbell: Hi from Wurundjeri land 

00:31:11 Effie Sioras: Hi everyone, Effie from Narrm (Melbourne) 

00:31:16 Good Shepherd Sisters Murphy: Hi from Joan from Turrubal country 

00:31:25 Claire Bettington:       Greetings from Gadigal land, Maroubra in E Sydney! 

00:31:35 Vivienne Porzsolt: Hi, from Vivienne on Gadigal land 

00:31:46 Sue Cawcutt: Hello from Jinibara country, south east Queensland 

00:31:47 Myrana Wahlqvist: Greetings from Peramangk country in the Adelaide Hills 

00:31:53 Jay Wilson: G'day from San Francisco! 

00:32:04 Adeline Tan: Afternoon all, calling in from Naarm (Melbourne) 

00:32:07 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): Answer: Our adversarial Party 

system is designed that way. 

00:32:15 Brent Hoare: Hi from Dharug and Gundungurra Country in the soggy Blue 

Mountains!          

00:32:18 Catherine Andersson: Hello from Larrakia Country 

00:32:25 Peter Thornton: G'day from Australia's best kept secret - Canberra 

00:32:29 Fred Sim: Kaya from Nyoongar country over in the Western side of the country 

00:32:31 Judy Lambert: Hi from Gaymaraigal country (Manly area, Sydney) 

00:32:37 Jan Davis: Hi from Wonarua Country in the Hunter Valley 

00:33:04 Sally Faisandier: Kia ora from Wellington, NZ 

00:33:16 Mithrani Mahadeva: Bunnurong Land /of The Kulin Nation              

00:33:29 Ann Burns: Hi from Gundungurra land in Southern Highlands NSW 

00:33:35 Léonie Ebert: Greetings from Kaurna  country 
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00:33:49 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): Jeez. Maybe we shouldn't leave it to 

a few of those people to hold power in our governance. <strokes chin> 

00:33:52 Bob Weis: hi from Warujeri country and Kulin nation 

00:34:00 Caroline Alcorso: Hello from Gadigal lands 

00:34:05 Mishalia Birch: Hello from Ngunnawal Country 

00:34:08 Simon Winchester: Yes, but his Theory of Moral Sentiments there needs to be 

poor protection. 

00:34:08 Matthew Washington: Hi from the Blue Mtns NSW.  Very interested to hear this 

conversation as a CASSE NSW Inc member hoping to transition to a much saner, equitable and 

sustainable economy . 

00:34:09 John Haberecht: Hi from Gubbi Gubbi country north of Brisbane 

00:34:10 stephen Schmitz: Hello from Ngarrindjeri land 

00:34:13 Shirley Hynes: Hi, also from Bunurong land of the Kulin nation 

00:34:26 Mithrani Mahadeva:     🇦🇺🇳🇿         

00:34:49 Suzanne Rogers: Curious - economics of Universal Income and how can we 

make that work 

00:35:04 Nina Sawicki: Hi from NZ 

00:35:18 Robert Riessen: Hello everone this is Bob Riessen in Yeppoon but from Kaurne land 

00:35:25 Cate Cooper: Externalities are never accounted for in environmental plannong 

00:35:25 debra judge: Hello from American/Australian living on Noongar Whadjuk booja. 

00:35:27 Nina Sawicki: I am nervous about our new national leader :( 

00:35:30 Beat Huser: Kia Ora also from Aotearoa New Zealand 

00:36:16 Eric Pozza: Nina What are your concerns on our "new national leader"? 

00:36:34 Eric Pozza: I guess you mean Albanese 

00:36:41 Elisa Bone: Yes to science as a public good! It should be supported as such. 

00:37:19 Simon Winchester: I did my PhD (UNE 2021) on how a perditious economic 

ideology gets embraced by society. What Prof. S is talking about it this type of process. And it 

generally leads to catastrophe. 

00:37:49 Cate Cooper: That's the plan. Less educated citizenry means they are more likely 

to believe the spin, as the don't have enough exposure to critical thinking 

00:37:52 Peter Thornton: Joseph, would you agree that in Adams Smiths' Wealth of Nations 

he actually advocates for the mobility of Labour, not Capital. Unfortunately, Capital has become 

more mobile, and so, it packs up its bongos and chases low input costs such as Labour in China and 

other such economies? 
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00:37:52 Stephen Dunn: As stated, all we have today is the product of science.  Scientists get 

paid a pittance to discover the future, engineers get lots to implement the known. 

00:38:36 Suzanne Rogers: Health, education often starts with making sure we have a 

stable roof overhead. Housing is a need and our gov't should be doing it's best to make sure housing 

is available to all 

00:38:48 Nina Sawicki: His perception of poor people" bottom feeders "  and his stance  

that  public transport has  to pay its way before funding it adequately  

00:38:52 B. Steven Wilson: A lot of this is uncontentious from a supply-side perspective, 

it's basic economics. 

00:39:20 SUE MANDLEY: just found it Simon - thanks 

00:39:31 Kate Crawford: Think we all need to hat more from Simon Winchester about his 

PhD. 

00:39:41 Peter Thornton: Richard, Smith's "invisible hand" works hand in hand with my 

previous comment, that the individual should have had the upper hand in the mobility of Labour 

00:39:41 Kate Crawford: Hear. 

00:40:10 Ken McGrath: it hasn't failed for those who control it! 

00:40:31 Cate Cooper: Jeff Bezos is not complaining 

00:40:36 Kelli C: Have briefly viewed CASSE's steady state economy idea Matthew and glad 

you mentioned it. 

00:41:03 Suzanne Rogers: One World economics has not worked generally. 

00:41:13 Eric Pozza: Ken, interesting observation!  "Neoliberalism hasn't failed for those 

who control it." 

00:41:26 Kate Crawford: And that is productive? 

00:41:34 Sally Faisandier: Not sure steady state is enough to aim for anymore... we need 

carbon-negative economy...  cf degrowth of energy + economy 

00:41:35 Kelli C: I agree Kate - would be very interesting to read the summary 

00:41:36 Simon Winchester: Both parties in Australia are still talking about budget 

responsibility is about less government! We won't get out of this slump unless we change the way 

we think. But Gramsci says there are no civil institutions to offer a platform to do this! 

00:41:54 David Gilchrist: I think we need to stop trying to find THE ideological solution and 

find a solution for each problem - a mixed economy stewarded using real evidence can work! 

00:42:22 Peter Thornton: sadly, Adam Smith's economic ideals and axioms have been 

hijacked. 

00:42:27 Philip Kalogeras: we have spend 40 years promoting efficiency over resilience 
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00:42:39 Michael Cooney: Must say that while markets are imperfect there does seem 

to be an understatement of how efficient markets are at distribution of goods. Science got us 

intranet but markets got us home wifi. 

00:42:46 Cate Cooper: So have Karl Marx;s @Peter 

00:42:54 Matthew Washington: There is a wealth of literature from Herman Daly and many 

others (Joshua Farley etc) on the value of edgrowth and the good sense of transitioning to a steady 

State economy.  Its NOT NO GRowth at all its just not destructive growth or "Ilth" as Daly calls it that 

is a big part of the problem, 

00:43:00 Kirsten Green: The CSIRO got us wifi 

00:43:10 Simon Winchester: David, maybe yes … but I worry the past 'solution' was 

authoritarianism. And look where that went in the past. 

00:43:11 David Gilchrist: CSIRO got us WIFI 

00:43:17 Philip Kalogeras: And listening to a dysfunctional productivity comission 

00:43:46 Michael Cooney: If the government held the risk for corporations that seems 

to be a more of a monopoly of risk than private entities. Just my two cents. 

00:43:47 Cate Cooper: To each as much as they need. From each as much they can give. 

00:43:50 Judith Hudson:       CSIRO 

00:43:56 Ken McGrath: great point Richard 

00:44:03 Paul Manoharan: The Garden of Eden is for all:-)! 

00:44:04 Kate Crawford: Agree. And now we need to switch focus to resilience and more 

diverse patterns of problem solving and innovation. 

00:44:11 David Gilchrist: Simon, my point is that there is not one solution based on one 

ideology. Additionally, both markets economies and communist economies have resulted in 

authoritarian governments. 

00:44:11 B. Steven Wilson: Well, what if the Chicago School was just right? 

00:44:32 Sam Mackay: I agree that we don’t have a free market economy. Many corps and 

individuals used free market to generate wealth and power in the market - they now go against 

those principles to protect their established position. 

00:45:02 Simon Winchester: The Left is cluttered with multiple aspirations. The right is 

only about money and power. That is what neoliberalism is all about and why it gets traction. 

00:45:08 Cate Cooper: Shareholders vs Employees? 

00:45:09 Suzanne Rogers: Profit is not eternal 

00:45:15 jennifer manson: Marketing continually rules, even when the product or idea 

has problems.  Microsoft is a perfect example. 
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00:45:28 Philip Kalogeras: if the Chicago school was right we should have seen 

rampant inflation in 2012 

00:46:07 Stephen Masters: This is all simply brilliant. 

00:46:15 Simon Winchester: Chicago does not have to be right so long as they can 

convince the masses that they are right 

00:46:19 Jim Feehely: That is exactly what is wrong with our corporate law: only 

shareholders matter, not the environment, not society etc. 

00:46:21 Eric Pozza: What if the Chicago school was just right"  Depends what you 

measure, too.  If it's just GDP maybe they are right.  If it's welfare, housing ,poverty etc, perhaps 

wrong.  These are political/ethical issues 

00:46:29 Cate Cooper: It's Ok Richard, you can turn your chair a bit. You look so 

uncomfortable! 

00:46:46 Graham Wood: True. Jim. 

00:47:04 Peter Temby:          

00:47:10 Fred Sim: Didn't all that neo liberal propaganda start from James McGill 

Buchanan who had the financial support of the Koch brothers to "seed" multiple think tanks and 

started with the intention to privatise education to enable racial segregation by putting a cost to 

education 

00:47:23 Louise Steer: The Chicago School is so influential because it reinforces the biases 

and desires of the one percent 

00:47:27 Michael Cooney: Fair point Jim. While markets are good at producing profit 

they are not good at doing what is good. 

00:47:28 Vincent: Simon W, sound concern, however the current western democracies 

are far from democratic, owned by the corporatocracy, and it can be argued are centrally managed 

by the financial elite. 

00:48:10 B. Steven Wilson: The one percent own on Wall Street, media and big tech. 

They hate free markets. 

00:48:10 Simon Winchester: Vincent, yes. Just because we can vote, does not mean we 

have a democracy. 

00:48:15 Ken McGrath: we don't live in a democracy we live in an oligarchy, gov of the many 

by the few for the few 

00:48:37 Matthew Washington: Yes the "free market" does not exist as such. Of course it 

relies on rules (commercial law etc) and regulations.   But a market is useful for allocation of goods 

and services.  But the point is there needs to be a balance .  Gailbraith had a lot of sparing with 

Friedman tooo but the Chicago school became dominant. Very unfortunate.. 

00:48:45 Susan Rockliff: Please stop chattering, and listen!! 
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00:49:06 Peter Thornton: Indeed Philip Kalogeras. The Productivity Commission is nothing 

more than a tertiary policy arm of Government. It suffers severely from its own confirmation bias'. 

00:49:06 Sally Moseby: Must read - 'Dark Money' by Jane Mayer 

00:49:07 Cate Cooper: Sadly true @Ken. Lets hope there's a shift in public perception 

00:49:12 Syed Kazmi: In Australia we have a problem with efficiency and productivity, too 

often productivity problems are shorthand for wages being too high but actually we have a shortage 

of enterprise skill to find and iterate solutions. Essentially Australian industry is largely rent seeking 

and lacks a capacity to innovate or iterate improvements to existing process. The tendency towards 

monopoly in western economies in general is driven by economies of scale but sadly barriers to 

entry are reducing competition once those monopolies are formed such that there is no economic 

advantage to innovation. Government can encourage competition rather than enforcing monopoly 

but the increasing capture of policy by industry has stymied this over the previous decade. If we are 

talking about reform there is a good argument to increase wages and thereby create an economic 

force pushing companies towards innovation as a means of survival. 

00:49:19 Patricia Hamilton: Hello from Merimbula 

00:49:20 B. Steven Wilson: Agree, we don't live in a democracy, it's an oligarchy. 

00:49:21 Philip Kalogeras: the Buchanan/Koch nexus, was the start of the Virgina 

school, and seeding economists into the Ivy league schools.  Koch was concerned that a majority of 

normal voters could strip them of all their assets 

00:49:30 Peter McBeath: Neoliberal economic model has been amazingly successful! 

Achieved exactly what it set out to do. It has been a disaster for Social, Environmental and Economic 

justice for nearly everyone in the world. We need to overturn and reverse the changes that it has 

made. Time for trickle up theory and equitable wealth distribution, wealth cap etc 

00:49:36 Suzanne Rogers: All the more need for Universal income 

00:50:08 Sally Faisandier: Have a look at Universal Basic Services, Suzanne 

00:50:10 Cate Cooper: Spot on @Peter 

00:50:22 Paul Manoharan: Sadly,  the architecture of capitalism continues to find 

fortune at the bottom of the pyramid!  that 

00:50:23 Jim Feehely: Another evil perpetrated by corporate culture is the limitation on 

employees being able to fully participate in democracy. 

00:50:32 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): It's a problem when "ree-market 

competition" tries to restrict competition. 

00:50:53 Kate Morris: When I was a teacher I would say to my kids that neoliberalist 

marketisation shifted the roles from being citizens with rights and responsibilities to being 

consumers who have to purchase the right life. If you don't spend your money properly then your 

life is your fault. 

00:50:53 Dave Rae: @Fred Democracy in Chains is a good read on Buchanan 
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00:51:02 Paul Manoharan: Sadly,  the architecture of capitalism continues to find 

fortune at the bottom of the pyramid!  That needs to change!! 

00:51:21 Hamilton Walker: crazy to increase wages and fuel inflation 

00:51:34 Nina Sawicki: Agree Paul :( 

00:51:47 William Gye: Good McGill Buchanan article …. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/07/the-architect-of-the-radical-right/528672/ 

00:51:47 Cate Cooper: Lets all starve and freeze instead @Hamilton. So much fun! 

00:51:54 Leighton Hunziker: Our rules and laws were largely constructed from a faith 

based perspective, where a lot of matters that would now be deemed a "social contract" were 

implicit in the business operations and weren't legislated (and yes there were exceptions). In the 

main, tha tworked. 

00:51:59 Samir Trabelsi: Thank you so much for this great session! What do you think of the 

effectiveness of increasing the interest rate to fight inflation in emerging countries (Sirilanka, 

Tunisia, Egypt) that are having hard time funding their budget deficit! Don't you think that raising 

the interest rate could destroy the investment? 

00:52:15 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): Netter to have a big fat recession 

and get cost of living back under control. 

 

;-) 

00:52:20 Hamilton Walker: interest rate increase slows down inflation but government 

giving too much handout due to covid19 has fueled inflation 

00:52:22 Syed Kazmi: Wages are not driving inflation, they are responding to it. 

00:52:22 jennifer manson: Hamilton, wages a small proportion of most business costs 

so not the driver of inflation. 

00:52:40 Hamilton Walker: wages are highest proportion of costs 

00:52:47 Jim Feehely: Spot on Kate Morris.  It is the objective of Capitalism to atomise 

society into consumers, not organised participants in democracy.  That is why the right is so terrified 

of organisations like GetUp! 

00:52:48 Philip Kalogeras: Is our federal treasurer, or health minister on this call? 

00:52:52 Leighton Hunziker: However, in a post truth pluralistic society we are now 

having to legislate "love thy neighbour" which will nto work. because Love can't be legislated! 

00:52:52 Darren Poinen: Inflation at present is from Deman, Supply and above all now 

Crowding out !!!! The perfect mixture for the perfect storm !!!! 

00:52:58 Hamilton Walker: labour is so costly 

00:53:02 Stephen Nolan: Only fools and deceitful employers claim wage increases cause 

inflation. 
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00:53:03 Annette Fisher: What can we do for the poor, single mothers, refugees? 

00:53:30 Annamarie Newton: COVID has seen the need to have a flexible workplace. 

Moving forward, are workplaces going to be able to sustain these new accommodations for 

employees? or are they going to be short-term? 

00:53:44 Hamilton Walker: I am self employed and if I charge more by putting my 

wages up will kill the orders 

00:53:47 Simon Winchester: Inflation is exogenous and, thus rate hikes will not reduce it, 

but will cause recession. Come on in Stagflation. 

00:53:49 jennifer manson: Absolutely wrong Hamilton, except perhaps in hospitality. 

00:53:56 Suzanne Rogers: HW - LNP have been gaslighting for decades. Highset 

economic debt has come from Howard and now Scotty. 

00:54:22 Hamilton Walker: this is so left this forum 

00:54:23 Paul Manoharan: The business of Labour arbitrage  is clothed in a different 

skin!  We need to fix this. 

00:54:27 B. Steven Wilson: Cheap imported labour undercutting local wages and 

conditions is a major issue in Australia. 

00:54:30 Peter Temby: if people cannot afford to buy then who buys the good that  

companies make. Raise wages to allow spending. Major growth in wages, GDP and standard of living 

in the 60-s due to wages growth and more consumption 

00:54:34 Annette Fisher: Meanwhile the ordinary people are going to loose their homes 

00:54:52 Matthew Washington: Dare I mention Modern Monetary theory?  It seems it could 

be a way that neoliberal claims for a need for restrictions on providing good services to the poor, or 

redressing environmental problems (because it costs too much) can be disgarded .  Hence MMT 

could help to propel progressive economic and socilal change ! 

00:55:04 Hugh Brown: Hamilton; welcome to reality, as opposed to the myths the right 

sells ... 

00:55:04 Anne Roseby: Gee I guess if you own a business that can only survive by not paying 

your employees wages, then perhaps your buisness needs to close 

00:55:04 jennifer manson: Hamilton, even in hospitality a huge cost is in the premises, 

the fitout, the rent, equipment, advertising etc. 

00:55:19 Peter McBeath: Can Joe provide an improved economic mechanism that can address 

Climate Change matters? Carbon economy? Clearly Neoliberal approach has turbo charged the 

impact of Climate Change and will continue to do so exponentially. 

00:56:29 Simon Winchester: We triet a resource rent tax and Gillard folded on this 

00:56:31 Jim Feehely: Whilst I despise the intellectual dishonesty of economists that reify 

‘the market’, at least Joe and Richard understand that we do not live in an economy, we live in a 
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society, in communities.  And the economy must be made to serve society.  For too long we citizens 

have been made to serve the economy. 

00:56:43 Geoffrey Cains: Hooray A tax on windfall profits! 

00:56:52 Cate Cooper: +++ Jim 

00:57:20 Jon Wicks: Windfall profit tax. Yes! 

00:57:42 Mary Coupland: RD - “…in Australia we are importing price increases and exporting 

profits” 

00:57:44 Syed Kazmi: Allowing gas companies to write off development costs against 

profits for time immemorial is absolutely insane policy. 

00:57:48 Manuela Malaguti: An economy of wellbeing! 

00:57:56 Fred Sim: reminds me of what Richard mentioned many times before - 

privatising profit and socialising risk 

00:58:05 Jim Feehely: In a wellbeing framework, the first thing should be a windfall profits 

tax! 

00:58:12 Simon Winchester: UK Tories did it, Aust Labor party would be too gutless . viz 

Resources Rent tax in the past. 

00:58:34 William Gye: Wellbeing economy bring it on! https://weall.org/ 

00:58:34 Di Wykes: Couldn't agree more @Manuela! 

00:58:38 Colin Wedd: a windfall tax can't be on profits, it has to be on the difference 

between normal and now in terms of sales. Profits will just get eaten up by the usual complexity of 

company ownership by offshore tax havens. It has to be on price difference. 

00:59:12 Jim Feehely: I suggest that Labor has not yet realised how courageous and 

innovative it can now be with the radical backing of the cross bench. 

00:59:30 William Gye: Agree 

00:59:31 Matthew Washington: Yes this was a Labor policy opposed by the Minerals council .  

remember "Keep Mining strong"?  So this has been legislated policy in the past !  The conservative 

press chimed in to confuse and make a hysterical fuss about large corporates paying a little more 

when they could well afford it. 

00:59:31 Fred Sim: GDP is simply a measure of production. It was never created to be a 

measure of progress. The creator of the concept said so explicitly 

00:59:42 jennifer manson: The LNP still believes the economy is more important than 

people's wellbeing.  Surely the government is about providing for its people, not providing for the 

economy, nor for the wealthy whilst ignoring those in need. 

00:59:43 Cari Taylor: agree @William Gye 
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01:00:00 Tiffany Ellis: If our government creates and then relies on a windfall profits tax, 

to prop up the economy will this encourage the ongoing export of gas and coal? Unless this tax is 

used to accelerate our transition to renewables? which will directly improve peoples cost of living. 

01:00:01 SUE MANDLEY: agree Jennifer 

01:00:19 Peter Temby: I think the cross bench is actually not particularly radical, just we 

have had 2 right wing parties sparring about how each can be tougher than the other. 

01:00:22 Bronwyn Reid: The problem with the Resources Rent tax was the way the ALP went 

about it.  I live in a resources-dominated area.  Our local economy came to a screeching dead halt 

with the uncertainty. That had social and community consequences. 

01:00:23 Simon Winchester: Colin, good point, however we must realise that the 

resources belong to the people of Australia. They must be taxes to pay for infrastructure for the 

future generations. 

01:00:39 jennifer manson: I like Stiglitz Freudian slip - Jeff Bozos, not Bezos! 

01:00:46 Annette Fisher: What can we do to stop people living on the streets, having rotten 

teeth and anchildren ,youth and young adults can get a decent education 

01:00:59 Sam Mackay: Q for J.S. and others should they wish. Stern famously stated that 

climate change is our greatest market failure. Would you agree that markets and market systems are 

a key vehicle for driving climate action, we just don’t have the right values and conditions in place to 

use markets for the benefit of society? 

01:00:59 Peter McBeath: Resources Tax is essential for balancing cost of living issues. We 

should nationalise our resources sector now! 

01:01:02 Sam Mackay: BTW - there is a famous saying in development economics, ‘markets 

are not innately good or bad, just a reflection of the values and conditions in which they operate 

01:01:09 Michael Cooney: @anette not everyone can be helped unfortunately but we 

should do more. 

01:01:38 Philip Kalogeras: if the market doesn't want to buy what you have to sell at 

the price you need to charge for it - that the "invisible had of the market" sending you a signal that 

your product service is not meeting a market need and you should move your capital elsewhere - or 

it could 

01:02:15 Matthew Washington: Our Royalty system imposes woefully low amounts to pay 

Australian Citizens for loss of its assets. 

01:02:16 John Millar: As long as weapons production is included in GDP, it is meaningless 

as a measure of national progress 

01:02:30 Colin Wedd: The only people who were to gain from a resources rent tax is 

everyone in the bloody country. The sight of Twiggy and Gina the Hut dressed in hi viz on the back of 

a truck doing the "sky will fall in" was hilarious yet everyone bought it. 
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01:02:36 Brent Bailey: This would be very interesting if my internet connection could keep 

up with it. Such are the problems of living in a rural area. The internet was going to be fibre to the 

home but never happened. I'm gone 

01:02:58 Simon Winchester: Spot on Colin 

01:03:08 Philip Kalogeras: … be a a competitor undercutting you by stealing employee 

wages, or large companies who tend to monopoly squeezing you out of the market... 

01:03:36 Jim Feehely: Capitalism demands an underclass of unemployed and 

underemployed: see Marx. 

01:03:43 Lynette Molyneaux: The essence of a man is his labour - Karl Marx 

01:04:00 Cate Cooper: +++ 

01:04:20 Suzanne Rogers: Question - With the current developments in robotics do we 

really need people to do tasks? We are replacing people in everything from production to services. 

01:04:21 Ken McGrath: we need to broaden the definition of work for ex looking after my 

Gkids so daughter can work is not considered "work' by the dole office 

01:04:30 Mike Aubrey:      

01:04:33 Colin Wedd: Brent, you know who to blame for your plight, they were in power 

for 9 years and completely stuffed the NBN which has cost more than Labor's costings 

01:05:17 Simon Winchester: This is the segregation of parts of society aka Polanyi and 

Fred Block who are not seen as contributing as being excluded from society. But who decides on 

who is in and who out? 

01:06:27 Cate Cooper: Congress people are generally wealthy 

01:06:33 Lynette Molyneaux: News organisations with loudhailers like Murdoch's, are also 

against tax increases 

01:06:51 Cate Cooper: And the foolish readers believe 

01:07:06 eva cox: This is a very macho version of the world that ignores the lives we 

live while not at paid work. what about social relatons, well being, care etc that are largely unpaid 

and survivsl rewarded.  eva cox 

01:07:08 jennifer manson: Good point Lynette.  Unsurprising given the wealth of the 

owners. 

01:07:26 Judy SINGER: Many people cannot work because of disability, carer 

responsibilities, or because they haven't found their metier yet. Should we fight for a right NOT to 

work? Are we turning Work into a Sacred Cow, that prevents individuals to self-organise creatively. 

Do we need a National Volunteer Increment a tier abpve the penison and one below paid work 

(belatedly entered as question) 

01:07:29 Margaret Tipper: Thanks Eva, well said 

01:07:32 Mike Aubrey: unstable connection...nme 
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01:07:36 Myrana Wahlqvist: What a lesson on the power of vested & otherwise 

entrenched interests vis a vis the needs of a broad range of society… 

01:08:02 Kelli C: I think you raise interesting and important point Judy 

01:08:09 Pamela Collett: Universal Basic Income  better than a job guarantee 

01:08:11 SUE MANDLEY: great comment Eva 

01:08:21 Janet Grevillea: Eva thank you for introducing our lives into this discussion. 

01:08:39 Cate Cooper: well said Judy! 

01:08:43 B. Steven Wilson: Didn't Queensland just increase royalties? 

01:08:51 Di Wykes: @Pamela - why can't we have both? 

01:09:02 Stephen Dunn: Happiest countries i.e. Scandanavian Tax to 

01:09:04 Lynette Molyneaux: How do you change rules and regulation required when the 

judicial system has been stacked by ideologues? 

01:09:08 Gina Rizakos: A good life is not an 'income producing life'. There is more to life 

than the dollar - our environment, the places we love and live in, our cultures. More value has to be 

placed on these in our 'economies'. 

01:09:16 Kate Morris: The top 250 companies in Australia, avoids enough tax, each, every 

three months, to pay a Universal Basic Income for each and every Australia for 20 years. The 

resources are there. They are just not shared. 

01:09:18 Steve Chapman: A Universal Basic Income to replace the majority of 

centrelink payments? Would restore dignity to many. 

01:09:19 Judy SINGER: Its a disgrace that people are volunteering in record numbers, 

because they can't get jobs, that governments and businesses profit from this and use us, yet we 

continue to be abused by Centrelink 

01:09:20 Stephen Dunn: GDP much higher than ours 

01:09:26 Lachlan Kerwood-McCall: @Judy Singer absolutely, we need BOTH a right TO 

work and a right NOT to work. Hyman Minsky, one of the first advocates of a Government-as-

Employer-of-Last-Resort, also advocated a 3-day weekend back in the 1960s!! 

01:09:27 Rachel Hay: Read the Australia Institute's research on foreign investment here: 

https://australiainstitute.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/LNG-Foreign-investment-in-

Australia.pdf 

01:09:39 Pamela Collett: YES Steve… UBI and get rid of Centrelink 

01:09:48 Dan Nahum: Banger of a paper, that one      

01:10:02 Kate Morris: @JudySinger totally on the money there! 

01:10:12 William Gye: "History is the struggle about who and how much tax is paid".. 

01:10:23 Kate Morris: It's a slave labour situation - working/volunteering for $2 hour 
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01:10:24 Peter McBeath: Norway has a nationalised resourece sector 

01:10:27 Jim Feehely: That more than 50% of the electorate people do not know where 

the interests actually lie.  If you think your interests are aligned with mining corporations, you are 

seriously deluded. 

01:10:39 Murray SAYLE: Tax the rich and not the poor  

01:10:56 B. Steven Wilson: Norway's skyrocketing wealth is based on petroleum. 

01:11:00 Judy SINGER: UBI for everyone, + a volunteer increment, and minimum wage 

increase 1 tier higher 

01:11:00 Cate Cooper: Exactly @Jim 

01:11:01 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Biden's big catch phrase has been no higher taxes on 

incomes below 400,000 which was a way to move the debate towards taxing wealth 

01:11:17 Janet Grevillea: Judy Singer thank you! 

01:11:25 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): The invisible hand of the economy 

decides who gets the subsidies. 

 

;-) 

01:11:35 Lachlan Kerwood-McCall: @Pamela you have to have both a UBI and a Job 

Guarantee. A UBI without a JG means some people are forcibly kept out of work. A Job Guarantee 

without a UBI means the system still forces people INTO work. 

01:11:37 Elizabeth Robinson: Spot on Ken 

01:11:42 Jim Feehely: Nothing about neoliberalism is true or honest. 

01:11:46 Darren Quinn: Well depends on how much public spending there is. Theoretically 

you can have more public spending & less taxing with no change in GDP or well-being or the public 

spending may improve it 

01:12:04 Pamela Collett: OH perhaps I don’t understand the Job Guarantee and how it would 

work 

01:12:08 Di Wykes: Agree @Lachlan 

01:12:13 Cate Cooper: Interesting point @Lachlan 

01:12:32 Lachlan Kerwood-McCall: The Job Guarantee wage must be a living wage, not 

a volunteer increment. If we pay people to work, we must pay for their labour at the living minimum 

rate. 

01:13:15 Murray SAYLE: Fire & Floods and record exports of coal and LNG Climate Madness  

01:13:24 Kate Morris: $29 billion dollars of subsidies each year! 

01:13:30 Cate Cooper: Any chance you're having a chat with our new government during 

your visit Joseph? 
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01:13:52 Manuela Malaguti: More money are needed to go into research and 

researchers. 

01:13:53 Peter McBeath: Yes BS but they have invested in carbon storage in the forests of the 

world, whilst diversifying and implementing progressive climate policy. 

01:14:03 B. Steven Wilson: Really the Australia Institute claims it's $11.6bn. 

01:14:17 Rachel Hay: Read about the Australia Institute's research on fossil fuel subsidies 

here: https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/fossil-fuel-subsidies-in-australia-2021-22/ 

01:14:18 Sherryl Broderick: Hi hope Jim Chalmers is watching ;) 

01:14:18 Fred Sim: Because more productive sectors eg Aged Care, Health Care, 

Transport, etc have a huge cost ie  bigger workforce 

01:14:20 Janet Grevillea: We need a webinar with speakers like Eva Cox. 

01:14:24 Lachlan Kerwood-McCall: John Quiggin: “A UBI + a Job Guarantee = paid work 

as a meaningful CHOICE for all.” 

01:14:26 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): We can't invest in education AND 

keep our "lucky" reputation we've gained throiugh digging up and selling bits of someone else's 

home. 

01:14:44 Simon Winchester: Neoliberalism is not an economic platform it is political and 

political for those who want to hold power. 

01:14:49 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Fossil fuels mutilnationals had capture the Australian state 

through Murdoch Media/LNP/UAP total control 

01:15:41 Peter McBeath: Spot on SW 

01:15:41 B. Steven Wilson: That's around half a per cent of GDP? 

01:15:43 Stephen Masters: Response to Simon Winchester: exactly! 

01:16:02 Peter Thornton: Joseph and Richard, given the mobility of Capital, should the world 

adopt a system of tarrifs (for want of a better term) to normalise labour costs across international 

boundaries? 

01:16:10 Chris Twomey: TAI work on fossil fuel subsidies is here 

https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/fossil-fuel-subsidies-in-australia-2021-22/ 

01:16:14 Simon Winchester: Dimitra, add Labor to that as it were they who made our gas 

prices at the world price even though we own the gas in the first place. 

01:16:23 Darren Quinn: UBI is just a welfare transfer payment. Instead of taxing it away, 

target the spending. It becomes a GBI or GMI that way. Much improved! Saves on bureaucracy. 

01:16:23 Peter Davis: hear hear 

01:16:28 Emma-Kate Rose: Australia disowned Murdoch a long time ago ;) 
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01:16:28 Kate Crawford: Let’s stop subsidising fossil fuels. Upwards of 11.5billion pa savings 

for other more productive investment. 

01:16:29 Murray SAYLE: Foxness Skynewss  

01:16:30 Carol Bailey: As David Attenborough has said there isn't a thing which couldn't be 

more easily solved with a lower population and less growth, yet no-one wants to address this 

elephant in the room.  Carol Bailey 

01:16:40 Rachele Streich: Rupert Murdoch media is like a cancer...can we tax them more? 

01:16:46 eva cox: We need to remembers that mainly  powerful men invented this 

post agrarian mess. We need to start with looking at using knolwedge to share the needed resources 

and survive civilly. We are destroying to make money  can we work on the social interections 

responsibilities for others not trading crap to deliver power and destruction?  .Time for feminist 

revolutions to re-create the communities where we share not market to meet needs. 

01:16:50 Steve Chapman: Current fossil fuel subsidies would equal a UBI and Job 

Guarantee and we would geta society wide benefit. 

01:16:55 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: HEAR HEAR = MURDOCH IS A WORLD WIDE CANCER TO 

DEMOCRACY 

01:17:00 B. Steven Wilson: Stiglitz wants to shut down media outlets he disagrees with? 

01:17:02 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): Somebody MUST read Ruprt 

Murdoch's publications. 

 

Who? 

01:17:04 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Absolutely..Murdoch Royal Comm got over 500,000 

signatures 

01:17:24 Murray SAYLE: Foxnews and Skynews  both rotten to the core  

01:17:26 B. Steven Wilson: This AI paper is terrible. 

01:17:27 Lynette Molyneaux: The best way to counteract Murdoch is to stop buying his 

papers and cable tv 

01:17:32 William Gye: Yes .. applogies about inflicting Rupert M on the world 

01:17:36 jennie Mills: Do you still have objections to universal basic income? 

01:17:36 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Murdoch not a media outlet, its  a propaganda machine 

01:18:02 Elisa Bone: Murdoch 'news' publications are largely propped up by the sideline 

real estate interests. 

01:18:04 B. Steven Wilson: It miscounts the Fuel Tax Credits Scheme as a subsidy. 

01:18:08 Mitzi Tuke: ++Dimitra 
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01:18:27 Cate Cooper: There's a great browser add-on called 'Bye Rupert' that stops you 

opening any Murdoch owned content, and let me tell you that is heaps 

01:18:28 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Murdoch was getting grants from LNP govts 

01:18:34 Peter McBeath: Media outlet!!! BS 

01:18:41 jennifer manson: Those with wealth gain from the spread of covid, having 

multiplied their income as a result.  The more wealth ie billionaires, the greater the gain.  Poorer 

people pay the most in costs of the virus. 

01:18:42 B. Steven Wilson: That's $9.4bn of the $10.5bn in "subsidies". 

01:18:46 Peter Davis: trump gone,morrison gone,johnson gone...all Murdoch picks 

01:18:46 Kelli C: Thanks Cate! 

01:18:47 Simon Winchester: I don't have a problem with Murdoch media - just that there 

is no alternative to see! 

01:19:07 Suzanne Rogers: HOw will Job Guarentee work if we are also increasing 

robots to do our jobs? We have restaurants that have no chefs or staff - everything is 3D printed and 

delivered or customer pick-up. We have care robots in Aged care. We have robots in weapons and 

defence forces.... We have robots and computers replacing people in basic tasks through to creating 

economic strategies. 

01:19:10 Jim Feehely: B. Steve Wilson, Joe Stiglitz disagrees with the BS published by News 

Corpse. 

01:19:10 Dallas Elvery: Murdoch's real power lies in his ability to influence what news 

media are leading with, and the ability to feed their ideas down through social media 

01:19:15 Jake Urlus: All great, until you started on the Covid vaccines - then you got onto 

thin ice, Professor! All the data increasingly shows the vaccines are nowhere near either as 'safe' or 

'effective' as we were told. Indeed, paper just last week showing that the mRNA vaccines are net 

harmful for most of the population, in terms of serious adverse events.... 

01:19:34 Elisa Bone: Agree @Cate, Bye Murdoch a great add-in for, browsers 

01:19:40 Steve Chapman: Murdoch's monopoly in many Australian states is the real 

problem 

01:19:41 Chris Twomey: Great study on disinformation and epistemic risk here 

https://www.turing.ac.uk/research/publications/tackling-threats-informed-decision-making-

democratic-societies 

01:19:42 jennifer manson: Simon, what's wrong with the ABC the Guardian, the 

Saturday Paper and numerous other media? 

01:19:53 Philip Kalogeras: got a link Jake?  Im seeing the exact opposite on pubmed 

01:19:56 Chris Twomey: See also https://www.cser.ac.uk/ 

01:20:01 Manuela Malaguti: Murdoch lives happily ever after in the USA. 
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01:20:22 Kate Carruthers: Thanks - great session :) 

01:20:25 B. Steven Wilson: Yeah, were the severe recession from lockdown worth the 

cost? 

01:20:36 Paul Allen: Thanks Chris Twomey 

01:20:53 Kelli C: Glad that you addressed that Jake - no topic should remain undebatable, 

taboo and if there is such a topic - alarm bells should be heard publicly! 

01:21:15 Vivienne Porzsolt: what recession? 

01:21:33 Anssi Paatero: Much appreciate your shares @Chris Twomey 

01:21:33 William Gye: The inbuilt Windows newsfeed on my desktop seems to be a 

channel for Sky News (WTF!) 

01:21:39 Peter Thornton: The wage subsidy scheme was essentially a UBI. It proves that UBI 

would work, because the economy went gang busters 

01:21:45 Elisa Bone: lockdowns cost far less than mass death and disability 

01:21:56 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Here here Mr STiglitz...Aus had a infectious diseases govt 

body and  LNP govt dismantled it 

01:21:58 Kate Morris: Taiwan had 16 years for their pandemic office. 

01:22:13 Manuela Malaguti: The Australian Government - public health - was completely 

UNPREPARED for covid-19 etc.. 

01:22:24 Murray SAYLE: #GOPTaliban  

01:22:28 Di Wykes: @B.Steven - the population is paying the price of the pandemic now 

1000 deaths every 3 weeks and cases exploding. 

01:22:31 Darren Quinn: Always need strategic stockpiles (buffer stocks) 

01:22:44 Mithrani Mahadeva:          

01:22:49 Gina Rizakos: Don't forget that parliament sat three times to legislate to exclude 

university workers (mostly casual academics) from JobKeeper during the 2020? It forced people to 

depend on partners, friends, families, their super , their savings during a critical stressful time in the 

pandemic. 

01:23:16 Simon Winchester: Just in Time management where death is the cost of not 

getting it just Right 

01:23:30 B. Steven Wilson: Can someone please ask a challenging question, love-ins are 

incredibly boring. 

01:23:38 Steve Chapman: Yes it appeared that the pandemic economic response was 

mainly a political response 

01:23:47 Dimitra Adamopoulos: Global neoliberal govts serving corporate masters and 

dismantling govt except where it suits them 
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01:23:59 Cate Cooper: Think you're on the wrong webinare B. Steven 

01:24:05 Kate Morris: Sweden didn't give their elderly oxygen, they gave them morphine. 

Involuntary euthanasia as discussed by Prof Raina MacIntrye. 

01:24:06 Elisa Bone: put your challenging question into the Q&A, @BS 

01:24:21 Paul Allen: What question you ask B. Steven? 

01:24:23 B. Steven Wilson: I want to see what the left has to offer and I'm very 

disappointed. 

01:24:40 Kate Crawford: Yes please ask questions. 

01:24:48 Anssi Paatero: Steven Wilson, the stage is yours 

01:24:48 Simon Winchester: Is democracy the answer - doesn't seem to be working at 

present. 

01:24:51 Di Wykes: @Elisa        

01:24:54 B. Steven Wilson: Throughout the duration of the Cold War, Soviet GDP never 

exceeded 6 per cent of US GDP, doesn't this point to the failure of central planning, big government 

and failures of government. How do we avoid repeating those mistakes? 

01:24:54 jennifer manson: The pandemic isn't over.  Our health systems are 

overwhelmed, staff shortages have caused services in many areas to be worse and dysfunctional.  

Joseph the pandemic is still here. 

01:25:13 Jim Feehely: BS, too appalled at some common sense that you can’t think of a 

‘challenging' question?  Got ya hardest turbo. 

01:25:40 Paul Allen: B. Steven's Dorothy Dixer... 

01:25:41 Kate Morris: The pandemic is definitely not over. The newest version has a R = 

18. 

01:25:41 Carol Bailey: Our 'support network' may yet fail as in South Australia we no 

longer have 'mental institutions' and caring for people in situ is not working well - not for the 

mentally ill, nor for those living around them. 

01:25:44 Stephen Nolan: A positive of the pandemic was showing us the true fragility of a 

neoliberal economic system. It has initiated an ideological shift, and people aren’t standing for 

exploitation anymore. 

01:26:05 Lachlan Kerwood-McCall: @Suzanne RE robots, there’s still a tonne of work 

that robots aren’t doing now, or won’t be able to do for a very long time, or may never be able to 

do. Aged care, landcare and environmental rehabilitation are examples. Also, historically whenever 

we’ve mechanised or automated some work, we’ve ultimately found other work for people to do 

instead. Imagine telling a worker 400 years ago, when 98% of workers worked on farms, that 

eventually only 2% of the workforce would be working on farms because of modern farm machinery. 

They’d ask “what the hell are all those people doing, if not growing food?” If you replied “working in 
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offices, cafes, nursing homes and massage therapies”, they’d ask “what the hell are those?” The 

problem is how you help workers in the meantime. 

01:26:16 Effie Sioras: Hear hear @Stephen Nolan 

01:26:27 Cate Cooper: Agree @Stephen. lets hope we don't forget 

01:26:31 B. Steven Wilson: You mean … Trump's vaccines? 

01:26:42 Kenneth Duffield: A Universal basic income - is this inevitable? 

01:26:46 jennifer manson: Public health measures?  Not here. 

01:26:55 B. Steven Wilson: Trump fast-tracked the vaccines. 

01:27:17 Mitzi Tuke: --while ingesting bleach 

01:27:21 Effie Sioras: @kenneth, only if the public continue to advocate for it. 

01:27:22 Colin Wedd: Trump also suggested we ingest bleach 

01:27:24 jennifer manson: True BS, but in the meantime many died. 

01:27:53 Brian O'Farrell: I suspect australia has a large number of hidden 

unemployed/underemployed comprising people with savings that are ineligible for jobseeker 

support - these do not show up in the stats 

01:28:09 Liz Ryan: Thank you so much Prof Stiglitz., for a wonderful thoughtful 

discussion and all your good work. And many thanks Richard, Ebony and Aust Inst. for your 

commitment to a better Australia 

01:28:09 Elisa Bone: lockdowns were rough but showed us that we CAN reconnect with 

our local community, can decentralize our activities and economies, can have a healthier work-life 

balance. BUT, this doesn't suit the neoliberal capitalist agenda. Hence we're back schlepping goods 

and COVID around 

01:28:10 Rachel Hay: Thanks to all for joining us today and for participating in a 

fascinating discussion! If you’d like to read more about the Australia Institute’s economic research 

you can do so here: https://australiainstitute.org.au/research/?branch=economics   

 

For details about upcoming webinars and to book head to: https://nb.tai.org.au/webinar_series. At 

the bottom of the page you can view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – including this 

one when it is uploaded soon. 

 

Thanks again for joining us – and enjoy the rest of your day! 

01:28:13 jennifer manson: Also, Trump CLAIMED he fasttracked vaccines, but scientists 

did! 

01:28:13 B. Steven Wilson: Zzzzzzzzz. 

01:28:14 Sarath Weerasinghe: Thank you for this session 

01:28:14 Chris Twomey: THANK YOU!! 
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01:28:15 Suzanne Gleeson: Thank you Aust Institute -Joseph Stiglitz & Richard Denniss - 

01:28:17 Eric Pozza: I think we should be clear that we are talking of mixed enconomies, 

nnot 100% private or public 

01:28:18 Cheryl Bookallil: Free market is about internalising the profits and externalising any 

losses. 

01:28:19 Sonja Rose: Thank you all 

01:28:20 Eric Pozza: Thanks All 

01:28:22 Clinton McKenzie: Thank you! 

01:28:25 Mitzi Tuke: thank you!!! 

01:28:26 Manuela Malaguti: Thank you!! 

01:28:27 Peter Thornton: Thank you Australia Institute, Richard and Joseph. 

01:28:28 Sally Moseby: So good... Thank you!! 

01:28:28 Lynette Molyneaux: Great discussion - thx TIA and chat group 

01:28:29 Eilis Kelly: Thank you so much - always so interesting 

01:28:29 Mike Aubrey: thanks...great great one 

01:28:29 Glenn Schryver: Many thanks! 

01:28:30 Scott McGinnis: thanks so much. That was great!!! 

01:28:30 Robyn Wilson: Thanks! Great conversation. 

01:28:30 nicola sum: Thank you! Brilliant. 

01:28:30 Kelli C: Thanks 

01:28:31 Cate Cooper: <3 

01:28:32 Deb Sullivan: Thank you all 

01:28:33 Samuel Lee: Thankyou 

01:28:33 Claire Bettington:                                                                                  Thank 

you. 

01:28:34 Peter Davis: thank you 

01:28:34 Murray Cram: Thank you Dr Stiglitz 

01:28:34 Arianne Hellinger: Thank you! 

01:28:35 Paul Allen: Thank you 

01:28:35 David Horne: Excellent- thank you! 

01:28:35 Kimty Seng: Thank you very much, I enjoy their talks. 
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01:28:37 Effie Sioras: Many thanks for a stimulating discussion. 

01:28:37 Mary Stephens: Thanks very much! 

01:28:37 Allyson Pazos: Thank you. 

01:28:38 anne makhijani: Thank you! 

01:28:39 Lenka Thompson: Brilliant! Thank you 

01:28:39 Liz Winfield: ty:) 

01:28:40 Kate Morris: Follow the money? 

01:28:40 Michael Cooney: Good stuff. 

01:28:40 Julia Harley: Great discussion thank you 

01:28:40 Jen Sinclair: Thanks 

01:28:41 John Haberecht: Brilliant! 

01:28:42 John Watson: Thank you all !! 

01:28:42 Greg Heard: Thank you. Great session. 

01:28:43 Jean-Paul Vernon: Thanks for the talk 

01:28:45 Jim Feehely: Thanks Richard & Joe and everyone except BS! 

01:28:46 Rachele Streich: Thank you. very reassuring! 

01:28:48 robert butterfield: Thank you 

01:28:50 Michael Kennedy: Thanks for an excellent discussiin and lots but not all, many 

great comments. 

01:28:53 Murray SAYLE: Thank you  

01:28:54 Mitzi Tuke: Yes, looking forward to it! 

01:28:56 Colin Wedd: thanks 

01:28:58 Peter McBeath: Thank you kind regards Joe Stig! 

01:28:59 Matthew Washington: Great discussion thank you ! 

01:28:59 Steve Rakic: Thanks so much TIA and Prof Stilitz 

01:28:59 nancy opdyke: Thanks so much 

01:29:00 Margaret Roberts: Thank you Australia Institute. Very comprehensive! 

01:29:02 Claire Bettington:                                                                             


